ROOM DIVIDER 360

®

VASTLY VERSATILE

MADE IN THE USA | FREE SHIPPING

COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZABLE

ACOUSTICALLY SUPERIOR

SAFER, STURDIER BUILD QUALITY

GUARANTEED CRAFTSMANSHIP

Our patented 360° hinges provide a full range of
movement per panel, offering greater arrangement
flexibility than other partitions.

We build according to your specifications and offer a
variety of heights, widths, colors, and panel materials
to perfectly fit your situation.

Aircraft aluminum frames, low profile casters, and
full-sized end panels provide greater support than
outdated steel dividers on the market.

Versare Solutions, LLC
3236 California St. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418

800.830.0210

Our premium room dividers are hand-built to your
customizations and shipped free directly from our
Minneapolis headquarters, ensuring quick turnaround.

Dampen room noise while dividing space. Our acoustical
fabric panels offer enhanced sound control thanks to a
fiberglass core construction.

We guarantee you won’t find a better-built room divider.
We stand by our premium partitions and offer a
3-Year Warranty with optional extension options.

Fax: 800.310.4874

www.versare.com

DIVIDE AND CONQUER!
Looking for a do-it-all divider to cover a variety of situations? The Room
Divider 360® offers unparalleled arrangement versatility thanks to an
exclusive design - our patented 360° rotating hinges provide a full range of
movement per panel. This allows you to create a variety of setup options,
such as C-shapes, L-shapes, or straight lines. Link multiple units together
with the attached velcro connectors and you’ll only be limited by your
imagination!
It’s no wonder the Room Divider 360® is our most popular choice for
dividing space. Our lightweight, aircraft aluminum frame construction
provides greater portability and security than heavy, outdated steel
dividers. Low-profile casters and full-sized end panels provide greater
stability, safety, and acoustical control than spring-loaded wheels
and awkward railings found elsewhere on the market.
We take pride in our engineering and are confident we offer the best
build quality at the best price. The Room Divider 360® can be completely
customized to perfectly fit your environment. Choose from over 20
colors in sound-dampening, pushpin-accepting acoustical fabric
that adds a touch of class to any location. Our polycarbonate plastic
panel options are spray-cleanable and available in several colors
and translucencies.

Unparalleled Arrangement Flexibility

Heights
7’6”

Lightweight, Aircraft Aluminum Frame

6’10”

Low-Profile, No-Wobble Construction

6’0”
5’0”

Competitively Priced

4’0”

Proudly Built in Minneapolis
8’6”

14’0”

19’6”

25’0”

30’6”*

Widths

* Wall-Mounted version

Versare Solutions, LLC
3236 California St. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418

800.830.0210

Free Shipping with a 3-year Warranty

Fax: 800.310.4874

www.versare.com

